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Dean of Computer and Information Sciences and Operations (06):
Dan Boger, Professor and Dean
IW Chair:
James R. Powell, CAPT, USN
Academic Associates:
Information Warfare
Carl Jones, Professor, Information and Telecommunications Systems
International Electronic Warfare
David C. Jenn, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Faculty Members:
John Arquilla, Associate Professor, SO/LIC and IW
George Conner, CAPT, USN (Ret.) Institute for Joint Warfare Analysis
Alf Cooper, Professor, Physics, Electro-Optics
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Vincente Garcia, Visiting Associate Professor, Signals Intelligence
Don Gaver, Distinguished Professor, Operations Research
Wayne P. Hughes, Jr., Senior Lecturer, Operations Research
Steven J. Iatrou, LCDR, USN, Military Lecturer
Cynthia Irvine, Associate Professor, Computer Science
David C. Jenn, Professor, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Fred Levien, Senior Lecturer, Electronic and Information Warfare
Gus K. Lott, Assistant Professor, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Michael McMaster, CDR, USN, Information Warfare Curriculum Officer
Phil Pace, Professor, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Curt Schleher, Professor, Electronic Warfare
Alan Washburn, Professor, Operations Research
Kai Woehler, Professor, Physics
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